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ERRATA
page 41 (left and right columns): change “Seagraves” to “Seagrave” (4 times)
page 65 (left column): change “Charles Pickering’s” to “E. C. Pickering’s”
page 65 (right column) and page 216 (left column) change “Seagrave’s 6-inch” to “Seagrave’s 8.25-inch”
page 73: in the caption for Figure 6.11, change "1930" to "1923"
page 73 (left column): change “Salskab” to “Selskab”
page 91: in the caption for Figure 8.2, change “Wetherell” to “Witherell”
page 112 (right column): change “Campbell, who had not been an observer…” to “Campbell, who was by then
clearly not an observer either…”
page 213: in the caption for Figure 15.1, change “Katherina” to “Katherine”
page 282 (left) and page 324 (right), and page 419 (index entry, middle): change “Feinberg” to “Fienberg”
page 292 (right column): "He earned an M.S. in computing systems technology and web applications" should read
"He earned an M.S. in astronomy"
page 293 (right column): in "Observers liked Foster's QuickLook/Light Curve Generator" change "Foster's" to
"Price's"
page 300: Sentence beginning "During his stay with AAVSO as its first post-doctoral fellow, George Hawkins
developed a method of plotting charts...." should begin "AAVSO member Michael Koppelman developed a method
of plotting charts...."
page 311 (right column): change "Rebbecca" to "Rebecca"
page 344 (right column): change “Charles B. Smiley” to “Charles H. Smiley”
page 346: for Council member Beaman, change "2006" to "2005"
page 394 (left column) note 10: delete quote mark before word “untitled”; move quote mark after closing bracket to
inside closing bracket
page 409 (right column): delete word “and” before “MM”
page 412 for Olcott, add the following titles: A Field Book of the Stars, New York: Putnam, 1907; In Starland with a
Three-Inch Telescope, New York: Putnam, 1909; Star Lore of All Ages, New York: Putnam, 1911; Sun Lore of All
Ages, New York: Putnam, 1914; The Book of Stars for Young People, New York: Putnam, 1923; Field Book of the
Skies, by Olcott and Edmund W. Putnam, New York: Putnam, 1929
ADDITONAL RESOURCES
Information about the book, biographical sketches of variable star astronomers, and updates to this errata sheet can
be found at:
http://www.cambridge.org/9780521519120

